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of miises why the in state
By TOM BETH ELL

WASHINGTON IF COAL MINERS AND CON-gressm- en

can agree on anything, they can agree
that the U. S. Bureau of Mines has been letting
them both down. The barrage of self-ser- vi ng
propaganda turned out in Washington by Interior
Department public-relatio- ns brains simply can't
disguise the grim, sad fact that the Bureau has-bee- n

unable and, apparently, unwilling to
shoulder the handed to it by
Congress in the 1969 Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act. The editorial in the June 1

issue of the Mountain Eagle described the way
the Bureau operates now, and proposed the
creation of a new, independent Federal Coal
Mine Safety Authority as a partial to
the problem. The following report, written by
a former high-ranki- ng Bureau official who is no
longer with the government, is a look at how
the Bureau reached its present sorry state.

IN SOME WAYS, the troubles the U. S. Bureau
of Mines is having with its own Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act are anything but unique. There is
a long history of regulatory agencies being cap-
tured Dy the very groups they are supposed to
regulate. Such tendencies are strong even in
semi agencies like the Federal Power
Commission and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; they almost overwhelming when
the regulatory agency must also maintain a variety
of other relationships with the industry, as is the
case with the Bureau of Mines.

Even allowing for such problems, however, the
Bureau's record in coal mine safety is thoroughly
unimpressive. The Bureau has had strong if
not adequate authority in coal mine safety
since the first enforceable federal law was passed
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back in 1952. The results are shown In the graph
elsewhere on this page. The graph measures
accident frequency per million man-hou- rs worked
(not per million tons of coal produced, an almost
irrelevant figure but one which the industry ob-

viously prefers, since it naturally tends to look
better as increases). While there was
considerable improvement in coal mine safety
up to about 1952 -- - almost no one even worried
about coal mine health in those days there has
been little improvement since. Wnile it's no
doubt true that, given the driving pace of a
modem coal mine, the record would have been
even worse without the Bureau of Mines and the
1952 law, it should be remembered that the idea
was to reduce acciderts not just to maintain
the status quo.

What explains this sad record of the Bureau in
coal mine safety? There are at least two reasons,
one related to a characteristic of government
research and the other to a characteristic of gov-
ernment bureaucracy.

Applied research, by definition, has a goal, and
in most industrial organizations the goal Involves
either better ways to produce something or better
ways to get it consumed: production research, or
market research. For some industries, the gov-
ernment has in effect taken over these research
functions, largely because of successful efforts by
the industry to convince Congress that it was too
poor to do the research Itself (there may not be
enough money for research, but somehow there's
always enough for lobbying). Coal is one such
industry. The Bureau of Mines does much of the
production research (the industry itself does almost
none, but some is done by mining equipment
firms), and the separate Office of Coal Research
does the market research.

when a government agency
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TO THE EDITOR:

I read with some interest
your article pertaining to the
controversey over the quarry
operation at Burdine, Kentucky.
Mr. Stuart Adams was quoted
as saying that he had paid
my Mother and Father $40, 000

in damages. This is not true.
I believe part of this sum has
been far a fine for violation
fo a permanent court injunction
that he not dump any more
refuse behind their property
which is not much of a consola-
tion when there was already
enough dumped to wash out
over the next 30 or 40 years.

Mr. adams also said that they
had been paid and had not
cleaned up the mud. rocks, '

stumps and debris. After pay-

ing the attorney fees and other
people involved in lawsuits
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there was hot enough left to do
any cleaning up especially when
every time it rains more washes
down on their property This
has been going on since 1963.
Also, pan of the figure Mr.
Adams mentioned was to pur-

chase a few acres of land to
extend his airport (he said)
and part of the price was for
him to build a retaining wall of
rock and terraced to catch the
debris. To date this has not
been done

Mr. Adams said that three of
my Mot her's sisters had also
sued him. She only had two
sisters living at the time and
one of them never sued him
and the pther ( now deceased)
sued only after she discovered
that her land was covered
with fifty or sixty feet of de-

bris and the corner markets and

(Continued on Page 19)
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assumes the research role' for an industry, it tends
to adopt the same goal as that industry. In the
case of production research, the goal Is Increased
productivity -- - more output per dollar. Since the
agency must go back to Congress every year for
new appropriations, it naturally wants to show how
successful its efforts have been in terms of dollars
that the industry has saved; thus, year by year,
the government agency becomes at least as gung-h- o

about productivity as the industry itself.
If no workers were involved, this kind of unbri-

dled enthusiasm for productivity might be a
healthy thing. But workers are involved, and
they are the victims. Sometimes whole popula-
tions are affected. For example, the U. S. Dep-
artment of Agriculture for years devoted most of its
research funds to seeking the largest gains in farm
productivity, which meant that the government
supported what were already the largest and richest
farms in the nation, while completely ignoring
Appalachia, the Black South, and the persistent
exploitation of migrant labor by the very farms that
the government supported.

Much the same thing happened with coal mine
research at the Bureau of Mines. Bureau research-
ers concentrated almost entirely on increasing
productivity in mining; they didn't spend much
time on safety engineering. Their efforts helped
make the U. S. coal industry the most productive,
by far, in the world. Unhappily, it is by no
means the safest In the world.

Of course the emphasis on productivity doesn't
mean that safety has been completely ignored in
the Bureau's research programs. What it does
mean is that safety ha . 'most always been an
aftertl,ought -- - a consideration to be thought
about only when the basic design of a machine,
or a mining method, has already been worked
out.

I can hear the objections now: the Bureau of
Mines was instrument al, after all, In the devel-
opment of the roof bolt, a system of roof support
which is among the most important safety tech-
niques. True, but there was more than one
reason for the development of the roof bolt. By
eliminating the wooden posts that formerly haa to
be placed about every 6 feet, the roof bolt has
been an enormous aid to productivity ; the
continuous miner and other high -- productivity
machines would not be able to operate in a mine
if they had to maneuver among a forest of wooden
props stuck up every 6 feet. The problem would
be roughly the same as trying to operate a bull-
dozer in the woods without knocking down any

In short, then, the Bureau of Mines's coal
research has assumed not only the industry's
function but its attitude as well. It could have
been otherwise, and should have been. Clearly,
a taxpayer -- supported government lab should be
able to reverse its priorities, so that mining
equipment and techniques were desi gned to
maximize safety, with productivity a major but
secondary consideration.

THE SECOND REASON for the Bureau's failure in
mine safety is a bureaucratic one. Government
generally doesn't fire people who, as the saying
goes, have retired at full pay or perhaps were
never very useful from the start. Every government
agency has Its share of bureaucrats who simply
don t do much of anything. They have to be put
somewhere, and the tendency is for them to accu-
mulate In a particular section which, after a time,
becomes commonly known as the place to dump
unwanted staff. For a long time, the dumping
ground at the Bureau of Mines has been Health &.

safety or rather that part of Health & Safety
based in Washington (the field offices tend to be

(Continued on Page 3)


